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Summary:

Intensification of technological processes, limited by the square of the
surface of an active element porous powder field, is possible at the expense
of magnification of the square of the surface of the latter by its addition. Thus
the overall dimensions of such skew field are preserved.

The analytical dependence of the factor of magnification of the surface K
on geometrical parameters of a powder article of the complex shape is
obtained. The optimization of these parameters in view of technological
limitations for the maximization of K is carried out.

The technique of calculating of the intense — deformed state of the
powder skew field of the complex geometrical shape in the isostatic pressing
is developed. The basic correlations permitting to calculate strain and
deformation fields when pressing are gained.

The technique of dry isostatic pressing of the article of the complex
shape and the corresponding deforming instrument are developed.
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Intensification of technological processes, limited by the square of the
surface of an active element — porous powder skew field (processes of
filtration, adsorption, catalysis), is possible at the expense of magnification of
the square of the surface of the latter by its complicating. Thus the overall
dimensions of the skew field are preserved.

There is a problem of choice of the optimal shape of an article, which at
saving the adaptability of manufacturing ensures the maximum increase of
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the square of the surface without magnification of the overall dimensions of
the article, that it is necessary to calculate the shape of the article, and then—
to develop the technique of the production of an article of this shape. Besides,
for checking the possibility of preserving the quality parameters of the article
(uniform density, uniform thickness the absence of flaws and cuts off) within
the selected shape of the article and the technique of gaining the shape it is
necessary to calculate fields of strain and deformation originating when
pressing.

Let's consider the process of radial pressing of an article of the complex
shape on a rigid frame (1). In fig. 1 the scheme diagram of radially-isostatic
pressing along the whole length of an article isolating the mould with powder
from the fluid is submitted. To the mould including rigid frame 1 and inner

t t T

Fig. 1. The scheme of radially-isostatic pressing of an article on the frame

elastic cover 3 filled with powder 2, the uniform pressure is applied. Thus the
radial swaging of the powder 2 on the frame 1 along all its length is carried
out. At such circuit (scheme) the longitudinal strain is restricted by rigid walls,
and in most cases it is possible to neglect the exterior abrasion along these
walls, i.e. ez = 0,uz =0,rxz =0,7^ =0. The shape of the frame defines the

interior surface of the article, and the shape of the elastic cover — the
outside.

Let's consider the problem of calculating the optimum shape and
geometrical parameters of an article. We shall be limited by the class of
articles, whose cross-section has a complicated shape, and the lengthwise
shape and dimension of an article do not vary.

Let's stop on an article whose cut is shown in fig. 1, on the right (in the
figure the article with the amount of edges equal to 4 is shown, but generally
the amount of edges is not equal to 4). The given shape of an article seems
to be preferable contrasted to the articles with an edge of a trapezoidal or
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rectangular shape, as it allows to get the factor of magnification of a surface K
more than 2 (K is equal to a ratio of the square of an article surface to the
square of a surface of a pipe with the same critical dimensions) (2, 3, 4).

As the square of an article surface limits field-performance data, we shall
consider an interior surface of an article, as it is smaller than the outside one.
Therefore further calculations will be made with reference to the frame,
uniquely reflecting an interior surface of an article at the given scheme of the
pressing.

It is expedient to proceed to the square of a surface referred to the length
of an article or, what is the same, to the perimeter.

The shape and the dimensions of such an article are defined by the
following parameters (fig. 2):
- D (R) — diameter (radius) of an outside circle of a workpiece;
- r—radius of a hole;
- s — distance from the centre of a workpiece up to the centre of a hole;
- n — amount of edges;
- rc — radius of a fillet.

2s

Fig. 2. The cut of the frame

Let's find an optimum correlation of the parameters, defining the
structure and dimensions of an article, from the point of view of deriving the
maximum surface magnification factor. In this case the technological
limitations should be observed:

d-i > dm, d2 > d0, (1)
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where dm — minimum width of a half of the frame edge, which is selected
from a condition of hardness and rigidity of the frame; d0 — minimum possible
distance between the edges of the frame, d0 =5 0 +h0, 8 0 — width of an
elastic cover, h0 — initial height of powder filling.

Let's get the function linking the square of the article surface with
geometrical parameters, defining this square.

As a workpiece can be divided into n of identical parts, at an output of
the formulae we shall consider only one segment of a workpiece (fig. 3).

Perimeter of the segment is defined by the expression:
LABDE = LAB + LBD + LQE- (2)
Perimeter of the whole workpiece relative square:
L = 2n(LAB + LBD + LDE). (3)
The figures AB, BD, DE represent arcs of circles of radius r, rc, R

respectively. For definition of the length of an arc it is necessary to find an
angle coming on this arc:

LAB =

C(xc,yc)

Fig. 3. A segment of an article
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Fig. 4. Correlation between the surface magnification factor and the
amount edges

LBD = rc aBD (4)

Utilizing simple arithmetical transformations from a condition of
contingence of a circle of a rounding with a circle of a hole and outside circle
it is possible to find coordinates of basic points on a surface of a segment:
xc, Yc — coordinates of the centre of the rounding;
x0, Vo — coordinates of the centre of the hole;
XB, YB — coordinates of the point B;
XD, YD — coordinates of the point D.

Having defined the coordinates of the basic points, it is possible to find
the angles of the arcs AB, BD, DE.

Having substituted the obtained results in expression 3 we receive the
correction linking geometrical parameters of an article with the square of a
surface.

In our case the geometrical limitations 1 for the considered shape (fig. 3)
will look like:

s sin — - r>dm; (5)

(6)
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Extreme value of function 3 when observing limitations 5, 6 is found by
standard methods, for example by the method of Lagrange (5), or by
numerical methods (6, 7).

The computer program for calculating optimum parameters of an article
(n, s, r) is developed from the point of view of maximizing the magnification
factor of the surface. Input data for calculating are the following parameters:
- diameter of an outside circle of part D;
- rc — radius of rounding;
- limitations dm, d0.

Fig. 4 shows the dependence of K on the amount of edges for the
considered type of an article with parameters calculated with the help of this
program, for the following input data: D = 63 mm, dm = 18 mm. As we see in
the figure at the given input data the rate of the magnification of the surface is
maximum when the amount of edges is equal 4. The modelling of articles with
different diameters show that with the increase of the diameter of an article
the rate of the magnification of the surface increases.

At the manufacture of powder articles of the complex shape the task of
calculating of a deformation field and field of efforts originating in pressing of
the preform is actual. Knowing the stress distribution of the pressing, it is
possible to calculate the surface of the powder filling for preserving uniform
density and uniform thickness of the article and to estimate the quality
parameters of it. That is, it is necessary to define efforts (ox, oy, a j , rxy, TXZ, ryz

and migration (ux, uy, u^ (or strain (tx, zy, t^) in each point of the pressing
after the application of evenly distributed external pressure directed along the
normal to the surface of the powder.

The complexity of calculating the intense - distorted state of a skew field
of the complex shape is in the impossibility to simplify the defining equations
(as it is done for the article as a rotating body (1).

In the further considerations we shall consider a powder field as isotropic
cramped irreversibly deformable.

In the calculations we shall use the cartesian frame.
The components of the tensor of efforts in the cartesian frame satisfy the

following equations:
1. Equations of equilibrium.

|

!Y (7)

dy dx
2. Condition of toughness (1):
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(8)
v

where p=—(a1 + o2 + o3) — hydrostatic pressure; p- — parameter of

displacement of the center of an ellipsoid along a hydrostatic axis which takes
into account the distinctions in the pressing resistance to tension and
compression; y/ and <p — functions of mechanical performances of dabbed
materials, and y/ = y/(p) = y/(p),<p = <p(p) = (f>(p)('\y, T—intensity of tangents of
efforts (voltages) (8).

For the complete exposition of the tension of a distorted field it is
necessary to supplement the set of equations 7 with the correlation linking the
components of the tensor of efforts {az, ax, ay).

The function of loading in view of the equation 8 will look the following:
I - D ^2 T2

H*' • " T-1. (9)
¥ <P

According to the associated law of current for such field we have (8):

(10)
*' da,'

where X — a positive factor.
From the associated law of current, taking into account, that e,=o, we

receive:

0, (11)
z daz

Let's substitute function of loading 9 in 10 and express az:
az = a(ar + a,) +bp., (12)

w2 -d)2 , 3d2

where a = — —•, b - — f— T

2\j/ +<p 2\j/ +<p
Substituting az from 12 in the condition of toughness (8) we shall

express rxy:
T v = ±^frf ~v

{(jx+oy){a + 1) f
+ \--1 p.

[3 r
-[a{ox+oy) + bp. - c r j 2 -[a(ffx +oy) + bp. -oy]

2.

(13)
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Let's designate through U a radicand in 13, that is zxy = + I—.

Having substituted rxy in the equation of an equilibrium 6 we shall

receive:

d a x 1 f U r 2<p23
dx~2\6X 6y/2

a + 1

~2{ox-ov){
d<7x doy

dy dy
- 2[a(ox + oy) + bp, -ox \a

ldox doy'}\ —x- + — L -
[dy dy

dox do

dy dy ) dy
-(14)

3c,
dy

= 0

dy

The second equation is similar:

"2 \6 6y/2
a + 1

dx dx

dox ] doy

dx dx

O 3<7,, ̂

dx dx dx
-(15)

-2[a(ox
do') dav

dx dx dx
= 0

Thus, we have received the set of equations 12, 14, 15, whose solution
allows to define components of a tensor of efforts.

To receive the solution of the given set of equations is not easy,
therefore it is expedient to use the numerical methods or software packages
permitting to solve different partial equations, for example package Matlab or
package FlexPDE.

For complete exposition of the articles during the pressing, it is
necessary to find the link between the components of the tensor of efforts and
the strains.

According to the associated law of current it is possible to write

d£x=dl—-, dey=dX—-, (16)
dox doy

But, as ex * 0 and ey *0, the uncertain factor dA can't be eliminated.
As ez = 0, the condition of the mass preserve makes it possible to write

the following correlation (10):
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AV P u i (17)

where b - parameter of seal; Vo — original density of a briquette; AV —
modification of volume; Vo — original volume of a dust (1).

Having taken a total differential from both parts, we shall receive:

dex+d£y=- •dp (18)

p _ ^ y L

df df

account 16 and, we shall receive:

d(Ju

Let's designate

daz = 0 , we receive:
M{dax+day

P
(19)

1 IP

= M and, taking into account, that

df df
(20)

de =

df
da.

M{dox +dcr)

df df
• + •

dax day

(21)

rip
a

" / •

df

df
dav

3

Mid d
\ °» +

df df
Ii

dax day

a x + a + a
3

V

--P.

(22)

da.

3 | 2{ax-ay)+2(ax-az)

3<p2 (23)
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df 2(p-p.) , 2{oy-(jx)+2{<jy-a,

df

da, do,,
df 4(p-p.

• + -

2xp2

2k + cr. -2<xJ

¥

de =

de,, =

Finally we shall receive:
M(dax + doy)

4(p-pJ , 2{ox+oy-2oz)

¥
M(dox

3<p2

doy)

'2{p-Pt)i 2{ox-oy)+2{ax-oz

4(p-pJ 2{ox+ay-2oz

y/2 3(p2

2{oy-ax 2{ay-az

3<pz

(24)

(25)

(26)

(27)

The equations 26 and 27 reflect the link between efforts (voltages) and
strains of parts in pressing.

These equations can be solved through integration by numerical
methods.

The obtained equations allow to calculate stress distribution on the
volume of the skew field. From the point of view of security preserving the
quality, it is necessary to aspire to a random distribution of direct stresses and
absence of tangents. Besides, it is necessary to select the material of frame
so that its yield limit is much higher than the pressure on the interior surface
of the article. The rate of the pressure on an exterior surface of the article
defines the choice of the material of the cover and characterizes force
parameters of the process of pressing.

The deformations on outside surface of the pressing are the input data
for projection the elastic distorting instrument.

Alongside with the pressing of porous powder articles a perspective
direction is the creation of permeable articles of the complex shape with the
organized pore structure on the basis of metal (wire) and non-metal
(polymeric and textile) filaments.

The technique of manufacturing permeable articles (workpieces) on the
basis of metal and non-metal filaments is similar to the technique of
manufacturing powder articles: forming of the preform of an article by filling a
mould tool with host material; of the preform in conditions of radial loading;
sintering of the obtained pressing. When this there is some difference in the
process of filling the mould with host material.
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When using powder material the mould tool is filled by putting the
powder into the concavity of the mould, and when using thread-like material -
by winding wire or filaments round the forming element.

In fig. 5 there is the scheme of a mould tool (transversal section) for
pressing permeable articles of the complex shape on the basis of metal and
non-metal filaments.

The filaments are wound on the mobile edges of the element with the

1

Fig. 5. The mould for pressing permeable articles of the complex shape on
the basis of metal and non-metal filaments:

1 - a preform of an article (skew field of winding); 2 - a form making
element; 3 - an elastic cover; 4 - a contract

winding regeme, ensuring, in view of the following deformation of the field of
winding, preserving of the preset performances of the article. The forming
element with the wound up filaments is installed into the elastic cover and
hermetically sealed. The assembled mould is put into the hydrostat, where
high pressure is created. Under the external pressure the field of winding
distorts in a radial direction, thus occurs its simultaneous thicking ensuring
the final shaping of the structure of the article, and goffering achieved by
copying by a skew field of winding the profile of the edges of the forming
element and shaping of the corrugations. Then the pressure is removed, the
mould is extracted from the hydrostat and undone and the forming element
with the obtained shape is taken out. Further, if it is necessary to give the
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article additional hardness, the caking of the pressing is possible if non-
metallic filaments were not utilized as the fundamentals of the article.

The given technological process of manufacturing of permeable articles
of the complex shape on the basis of wire and filaments allows to receive
articles with any amount of corrugation of different shapes and sizes.

The number of the corrugations of a porous article, their shape and size
define the degree of maturity of its surface, which is express by the ratio of
the square of the developed surface of a porous field to the square of the
cylindrical surface, circumscribed around the skew field, and is described by
the factor of magnification of the surface.

We optimize geometrical parameters of articles of the complex shape
because of technological limitations with the help of maximizing K.

The standard scheme of the device for the radial isostatic pressing of
articles with the isolation of the mould from the hydraulic fluid is shown in fig.
6. The basic elements of the device are elastic liner 1, reinforced by steel
elements 2, providing a possibility of mounting contracting elements, and
case 3, the central hole of which with annular gap 7 has the elastic liner. The
pressing of powder 6 is carried out in a mould consisting of a form making rod
4 and elastic cover 5. The construction of the device is made in such a way
that the axial displacements and strains of elastic liner 2, are eliminated. The
axial strains of the elements of the mould and of the pressed preform are
eliminated too. More often the oil will be utilized as a hydraulic fluid.
Dimensions and the shape of a pressed article are defined by the appropriate
parameters of the mould. On creating high-pressure in a working cavity

3 7 1

Fig. 6. The scheme of the device for the radial isostatic pressing of articles
with the isolation of the mould from the hydraulic fluid
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devices 7, elastic liner 2 and cover 5 at the expense of Theological behavior of
the material they are made of uniformly redistribute pressure along the
outside surface of preform, pressing it up the frame at full length. The preform
being contracted, the air goes out through clearances. Among the
advantages of the given scheme is the presence of the self-contained
hydraulic scheme of small volume, the isolation of the mould with a preform
from the hydraulic fluid by means of elastic liner 2, what allows to avoid
vacuum creating and hermetizing of the mould at each cycle of pressing.
Since the free exit of air from the cover is ensured, on removing the pressure
there is no cracking of a contract under the operation of the compressed air.

The universality of the device is determined by a possibility of arbitrary
substitution of the moulds with the appropriate geometrical parameters. The
only requirements to such moulds is their correspondence to the device by
critical dimensions.

To manufacture an article of the complex shape it's necessary to
manufacture the appropriate mould. The aspect of an interior surface of the
mould determines the aspect of an outside surface of an article. The example
of the mould for pressing a powder article with a screw outside and interior
surface is shown in fig 7.

Thus, it is possible to make the following conclusion: complicating the

Fig. 7. The mould for pressing a powder article with a screw outside and
interior surface

Porous Powder Article shape allows to intensity technological processes, to
reduce metal consumption of the used equipment. The given calculations can
be utilised when optimizing geometrical parameters of porous articles of the
complex shape, projecting elastic distorting instrument and technological
processes of pressing.
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